Date: 22 May 2020

Our sincere thanks once again to the United Nations Human Rights Council for affording us this opportunity to re-examine our case. We would like to submit another piece of evidence for you to consider, as to more proof in refuting the false claims that Grace Road Group is a ‘cult’: If we were indeed a cult, then how is it possible that our written declaration of God’s Truth is currently being published in several South Korean news agencies?

Our full-page church advertisement, which only shares the Truth of God’s Word, is currently being published in six South Korean national Christian newspapers, including these three popular mainstream newspaper syndicates:

1. **Six South Korean national Christian newspaper outlets:**
   - The Kidog Kongbo
   - Kidok News
   - WMNEWS(World Mission News)
   - The Christian Press
   - Daehan Kidokgyo Yeonhap News(KUNews)
   - Gukjae Kidok News(International Christian Newspaper)

2. **The Dong-A Ilbo** (*East Asia Daily*) is one of the mainstream newspapers in South Korea and has been in the newspaper industry since 1920, with a daily circulation of more than 1.2 million. Its main readers are opinion leaders and it is the parent company of Dong-A Media Group (DAMG), which is composed of 11 affiliates including Sports Dong-A, Dong-A Science, DUNet, and dongA.com, as well as Channel A (general service cable broadcasting company).

3. **Hankook Ilbo** (*Korea Daily*) is a Korean-language daily newspaper based in Seoul, South Korea. As of 2017, it had a daily circulation of around 213,200 and is currently under Dongwha Enterprise, which also owns *The Korea Times*.

4. **The Korea Economic Daily** (*Korea Economic Daily*) is the mainstream newspaper in South Korea that covers economic issues.

The fact that Christian newspaper outlets would continue to publish our declarations of God’s Truth in their newspapers proves that we are not heretical as the so-called ‘victims’ claim. Notably, they would
refuse to print such written declarations would it go against their beliefs.

As you can discern for yourselves, we of Grace Road Group are not a cult, but are rather true followers of God, who see, hear, believe and act upon God’s Word in reality. This is further demonstrated, along with all other evidence previously submitted in our former correspondence to you, by the printing of our declaration of God’s Truth in both mainstream and Christian nationally syndicated South Korean newspapers.

We look forward to a fair and transparent investigation by the United Nations Human Rights Council. As always, we will sincerely co-operate with you in whatever means necessary to ensure that the truth of Grace Road Group is known to the entire world. We are confident that you will also come to understand the truth behind the invalid claims of those making false accusations against us.

Yours Faithfully,

Grace Road Group